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The Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists or OUN is the most successful post-war fascist
group.  During the war the OUN played a major role in helping the Germans carry out the
Holocaust, which claimed 1.2 million Jewish lives.

They also attempted genocide against the Polish population in Volhynia and Galicia in what
is today Western Ukraine. These mass murders were carried out in the most brutal manner
imaginable.

Jews were beaten to death with iron bars. Poles were chopped up with axes or cut in half
with saws. The OUN took a sadistic delight in humiliating their victims and torturing them to
death. Russians were sometimes skinned alive.

The 2014 CIA coup in Ukraine made the OUN ideology the official ideology of the Ukrainian
state. Even Ukraine’s current Jewish president Zelensky, whose family were victims of the
mass murder in Ukraine, said of Stepan Bandera “He is a hero for a certain percentage of
Ukrainians, and it’s normal, and it’s cool.”  Ukrainian history has been falsified to portray the
OUN as heroes who battled both the Nazis and the Soviets. 
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Yet it is not only in the madhouse that is post-Maidan Ukraine that the history of Ukraine has
been falsified. Because of the close ties of the OUN to the American, British, German, Polish
and other governments the OUN have also been able to make their twisted mythology into
the accepted mainstream version of events.

The OUN were considered too valuable by the CIA and other intelligence agencies to have
their wartime crimes exposed. Equally importantly the OUN became a major source for anti-
Soviet propaganda, which then became mainstream history. During the Cold War academia
became a major weapon in the battle between capitalism and communism.

Today nothing has changed and in the new cold war with Russia Ukraine is currently the
most important battleground. Shielding Western publics from the truth about the insanity
and cruelty of the Ukrainian fascists the West are supporting is the main goal of the media
and academia when it comes to Ukraine.

Ukraine is only the most extreme example of the “memory wars” being waged across the
former Soviet Union and the former Warsaw pact countries of Eastern Europe where pro-
western governments seek to turn Nazi  collaborators into heroes,  demonize the Soviet
Union, and destroy all monuments to the role the Soviet Union played in defeating fascism. I
will  be relying mainly on the brilliant work Stepan Bandera: The Life and Afterlife of a
Ukrainian  Nationalist  Fascism,  Genocide  and  Cult  by  Grzegorz  Rossolinski-Liebe,  the  first
critical and scholarly account of the history of the OUN. Ironically his book was released just
before the start of the 2014 civil war and Ukrainian nationalists did everything they could to
prevent the book from being published, waging a public campaign against the author.

In  part  one  of  this  series  I  described  the  origins  of  Ukrainian  nationalism  and  its
transformation into a fascist movement. I explained how present day Ukraine had long been
divided with Central and Eastern Ukraine controlled by Russia. Western Ukraine, which was
originally part of Poland, became part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire when Poland was
dismembered in the 18th century. After World War One it became part of a reborn Poland
known as the Second Republic, which had absorbed the short, lived Republic of Western
Ukraine.

I traced the origins of the OUN and its terrorist campaign within Poland. The OUN engaged in
assassinations, massacres, arson and other crimes. This landed the leader of the OUN’s
Homeland executive Stepan Bandera in prison although his two trials made him famous. The
OUN was controlled by its leaders in exile. After Stepan Bandera escaped from prison,
thanks to the German invasion of Poland in September 1939, he tried to seize the leadership
of the OUN. This led the organization to split into an OUN/M answering to Andrei Melnyk and
an OUN/B answering to Bandera.  During the brief  two-week window after  the German
invasion of Poland, but prior to the Soviet invasion, the OUN massacred thousands of Jews
and also murdered many of the defeated Polish army who were trying to escape or return
home. The OUN leaders then headed for Western Poland.

Eastern  Poland  became Western  Ukraine.  Once  the  Soviets  arrived  they  reunified  Ukraine
and cracked down hard on Polish nationalists as well as on the OUN.
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The exiled OUN leaders in German-occupied Poland, known as the General Government,
along  with  tens  of  thousands  of  their  supporters  who  had  fled  the  Soviets,  were  busy
working closely with the Germans, who had been their sponsors for decades, to plan the
invasion of the Soviet Union. Stepan Bandera and the other OUN/B leaders wrote down their
plans in the months before the German invasion of the Soviet Union.

It was known as the “Struggles and Activities” plan. It called for the OUN/B to activate its
networks to give a welcome the Nazis and form militias for elimination of Jews, Poles, and all
non-Ukrainians as well as any Ukrainians who opposed the OUN. The OUN/B came up with a
bunch of fascist anti-communist and anti-Semitic slogans with which to blanket the country.

The  OUN/B  and  OUN/M were  both  working  closely  with  the  Abwehr,  German  military
intelligence, who provided military training, police training, and political training. 800 OUN/B
members joined special task forces who were to follow the Wehrmacht into the Soviet Union
and mobilize Ukrainians to support their planned Nazi puppet Government. 800 other OUN/B
members joined the Nachtigall battalion, which was controlled by the Abwehr.

The OUN/B also had a network of 20,000 active members in Soviet western Ukraine along
with 1.5 million supporters that could be mobilized.  The OUN/B planned to declare an
“independent” Ukrainian state with Stepan Bandera as its Providnyk or fascist dictator.
Hitler however had other plans for Ukraine.

Hitler viewed Ukrainians as sub-human Slavs, like the Russians, who would have to be
massacred or enslaved to make way for German settlers. Ukraine’s rich black soil would
feed the German Reich.

Hitler thought Ukraine would be for Germany what India was for the British or America was
for the U.S. who wiped out the Native Americans. The OUN did have a major Nazi ally in the
form of Alfred Rosenberg, Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories.   Rosenberg
saw the potential of an OUN-controlled Ukraine as a valuable ally.

This was the situation on the eve of Nazi Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union, which
began on 22 June 1941.

The war would lead to the death of 27 million people in the Soviet Union. 5.2 million civilians
would die in Ukraine. 2.3 Million Ukrainians would be deported to German slave labour
camps.

Of Ukraine’s 2.7 million Jews 1.6 million would be killed. 700 cities and town were destroyed
in Ukraine along with 28,000 villages.

The impact of the OUN on the success of the Nazi plans to exterminate the Jews was

https://www.globalresearch.ca/deep-roots-fascism-ukrainian-tv-journalist-agrees-nazi-war-criminal-adolf-eichmann-destroy-nation-imperative-first-destroy-their-children/5775513/stepan-bandera-2
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dramatic.

In areas that had been long subjected to OUN propaganda in Western Ukraine local Jews had
much less chance of survival. In Ternopil in Western Ukraine 97% of the Jews were killed. In
contrast, in Kharkov in eastern Ukraine 91% of the Jews managed to survive.

The OUN/B had been warned in  advance of  the invasion date and had smuggled the
“Struggles and Activities” plan into Ukraine with its blueprint for the coming genocide.

OUN activists spread out across the countryside setting up militias, and local governments.
On 25 June 1941, the OUN/B tried to stage an uprising in Lvov but it was crushed by the
Soviets. Sometimes the OUN/B forces would attack the retreating Red Army.

However they usually waited until after the Red Army retreated before entering an area. On
30 June 1941, the Wehrmacht entered the city including the Ukrainian Nachtigall battalion
whom locals greeted with flowers, calling them the Stepan Bandera battalion.

The Nachtigall battalion seized control of the radio station and began broadcasting Nazi and
OUN propaganda.

That morning the Germans and the OUN discovered that the Soviet secret police the NKVD
had massacred its political prisoners when the German invasion began to prevent them
from collaborating with the Germans. Many were doubtless OUN members killed before they
could carry out horrific crimes, like Roman Shukhevych’s brother.

This happened in a number of areas and was used by the OUN to scapegoat the Jewish
population for the killings. They were falsely accused of being NKVD informants and blamed
for the victims’ deaths.

This would be the pattern across western Ukraine and where there had been no recent
executions those executed in the terror years earlier were dug up to enflame the masses.
Thus already on 30 June 1941 small-scale massacres of the Jews of Lvov began. That night
at 8 PM Yaroslav Stetsko held a ceremony in which he declared a new Ukrainian state under
the leadership of Stepan Bandera.

The day would be celebrated by OUN exiles until today as a national holiday. With Stetsko
were the Metropolitan of the Greek Catholic Church in Lvov Andrei Sheptyts’kyi, clergyman
and Nachtigall battalion member Ivan Hryn’okh and two officers in the German Abwehr Hans
Koch and Wilhelm Ernst zu Eikern.

Metropolitan Sheptys’kyi endorsed the idea of a Ukrainian state led by Bandera but paid lip
service to the idea of tolerance for minorities.  His church would later be implicated in
inciting  genocide  against  both  the  Jews  and  Polish  Catholics.  The  German Abwehr  officers
welcomed the celebration but warned that it was not time to declare independence and that
only Hitler could decide.

Hitler  had  already  decided  against  an  “independent”  Ukraine,  which  was  why  Stepan
Bandera had been forbidden from returning to Ukraine.

According to OUN mythology and to the OUN’s western apologists Stepan Bandera was
immediately sent to a concentration camp because of Stetsko’s premature declaration of
independence.  Actually  he  and  Stetsko  were  placed  in  “honourable  confinement”  which
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initially  meant  simply  that  he  was  confined to  Berlin  where  he could  roam freely  and was
even allowed to carry a pistol for self-defence.

It was the later OUN/B murders of leaders of the OUN/M carried out in broad daylight that
then provoked a mild German crackdown on the OUN/B. I will return to this topic later. Even
when Bandera was sent to a concentration camp he was incarcerated in a special section
reserved for prisoners who might prove useful later, like the leader of the Romanian Iron
Guard or Stalin’s son. Bandera was given special privileges and needless to say was not
treated like the other inmates in a concentration camp. He was not gassed, enslaved, shot,
tortured, experimented on or starved to death. On the contrary he was allowed conjugal
visits from his wife who served as his go between to the OUN.  Bandera received weekly
care packages, and was not even confined to a cell.

To return to Lvov by 1 July 1941 the OUN/B and the Germans had whipped the populace up
into a fury directed at the city’s Jews. An angry mob rounded up thousands of Jews and
brought them to the prisons where the NKVD’s victims had been found. The Jewish men
were made to move the rotting corpses while they were brutally beaten to death. Jewish
women were made to wash the rotting corpses and kiss their hands before being beaten to
death, often after being raped. Others were shot by German military units.

The OUN/B had formed a Ukrainian militia to conduct the executions on the day they
arrived. They would soon be transformed into the Ukrainian police on the orders of Heinrich
Himmler, the leader of the SS.

They would answer to the SS but remained loyal to Stetsko. It was in their role as auxiliary
police recruits that the OUN/B would play a major part in the Holocaust. It was their role to
round  up  the  victims,  to  enforce  all  the  anti-Jewish  laws.  They  often  also  acted  as
executioners.  Much  of  the  killing  in  Lvov  was  carried  out  by  angry  mobs  fired  up  by  OUN
propaganda.

They loved to humiliate their victims before killing them. Women were stripped naked and
often raped in the streets.

Jews were forced to clean up broken glass, with their bare hands and clean streets in front of
jeering crowds, whipping them with steel cables.

Jews were forced to sing communist songs before being shot or they were forced to shout
Slava Ukraini before being beaten to death.

Everywhere there were Nazi and Ukrainian flags and the walls were plastered with genocidal
OUN slogans. The pogrom would last until 3 July 1941.

On 2 July, the Germans took thousands of Jews out to the forest for a mass execution.

Ukrainian peasants streamed in from the countryside with carts to carry the loot they
planned to steal from their victims. Greed is often a major motivator in genocide.

At the high end it involved German corporate takeovers of Jewish-owned business, often
financed by American investors.

In the Soviet  Union there were no big businesses.  Yet  genocidal  Ukrainians and other
collaborators or German soldiers were able to loot their victims’ personal property.
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Robbery and extortion were a constant in these Ukrainian pogroms. Always the victims were
threatened into turning over their valuables then murdered anyway.

Banderites became synonymous with bandits in the view of their potential victims. Around
8,000 Jews were killed in a couple days during the first Lvov Pogrom but the Nazis and the
OUN were just getting started. During the Lvov Pogrom the OUN/B also supplied a death list
of Polish professors, their families and hundreds of their students. The professors were shot
along with some of their family members and 100 Polish students. A month later to please
the OUN/B, angry about Germany’s refusal to recognize Ukraine’s independence and the
arrests of Bandera and Stetsko, the Germans gave them permission to hold a second Lvov
Pogrom from 25-28 July 1941, known as the Petliura days in honour of the mass murdering
Symon Petliura. Petliura was infamous for his army’s massacres of Jews during the Russian
Civil War, which I discussed in Part 1.

Image: Emblem of OUN-B (Photo by Alex Tora, licensed under CC BY 3.0)

All across the countryside the same pattern was repeated. The OUN/B held Independence
Day  ceremonies,  destroyed  all  communist  symbols,  put  up  Ukrainian  flags  and  Nazi
Swastikas and then launched pogroms. There were up to 140 Pogroms in Western Ukraine in
July 1941 and they claimed 35,000 to 39,000 victims. The biggest pogroms besides Lvov
were in Ternopil and Zolochiv. During this period the OUN/B were not merely carrying out
German orders  but  were  enthusiastically  carrying  out  genocide  in  line  with  their  own
ideology.

They conducted massacres of Jews in places where there was no German presence. When
the  Hungarian  forces  forbade  the  OUN  from  carrying  out  a  big  pogrom,  they  defiantly
carried out a little one and then complained to the Germans. Across the countryside the
OUN erected triumphal arches welcoming the Nazis and praising Stepan Bandera and Adolf
Hitler. The Nazis were greeted by adoring crowds and their invasion was blessed by the
Greek Catholic clergy. OUN/B activists had the crowds sign “plenipotentiary letters” which
praised Hitler and the German Army while also asking for the release of Stepan Bandera and
Yaroslav Stetsko.

During the early days of the German invasion, Stepan Bandera had set up his headquarters
close to Ukraine and used couriers to communicate his orders to the OUN/B. He had ordered
and approved of the massacres of Jews. Stetsko’s 30 June 1941 declaration of independence
had angered the Germans.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Alex_Tora
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Bandera did his best to repair relations with the Nazis. On 3 July 1941, Bandera attended a
meeting in Cracow with the Undersecretary of State for the General Government Ernst
Kundt (German occupied Poland). Bandera argued that as leader of the OUN it was the will
of the people that he head Ukraine. Kundt countered that only Hitler could decide such
matters.  Bandera  conceded that  he  could  only  create  a  Ukrainian  state  with  German
permission.  On  5  July  1941,  Bandera  was  sent  to  Berlin  and  placed  in  “Honourable
Captivity”.

On 8 July 1941, someone tried to assassinate Yarsolav Stetsko and on 9 July 1941, Stetsko
was arrested and escorted by the Abwehr to Berlin. On 12 July 1941 Stetsko was freed. On
14 July 1941 Bandera was freed.

They were confined to  Berlin  and lived together  in  an apartment.  Bandera was allowed to
carry  a  gun  and  held  an  ID  issued  by  the  RSHA  (Heidrich’s  “Homeland  Security”
department). These two networked with the Lithuanian fascists in exile and the Japanese
ambassador. Stetsko kept busy writing his autobiography for his German handlers: writing
that, while he considered Moscow his main enemy, he fully endorsed exterminating the Jews
since he considered them tools of Moscow.

On 19 July 1941, Hitler decided to incorporate Eastern Galicia into the General Government.

This offended the OUN/B who wanted to rule a united Ukraine.

Now their territory was being absorbed back into German-occupied Poland.

Actually it turned out to be beneficial to the OUN/B’s interests as Ukrainians in Galicia were
favoured  over  the  Poles  and  Jews  and  they  were  allowed  to  continue  to  carry  out
Ukrainization of Polish educational institutions.

Ukrainians in East Galicia were treated like fascist allies Slovakia and Croatia.

The Nazis set up UTSK in the Ukrainian Central Committee run by Volodymyr Kubiiovych in
the General Government area. Kubiiovych had been a close ally of the OUN in the 1930s and
shared their  ideology while  being more flexible.  He lobbied for  the creation of  a  Ukrainian
National  Army  to  fight  alongside  the  Nazis  and  argued  that  all  Jewish  property  should  be
turned over to Ukrainians.

In 1943 he would get his wish with the creation of the Waffen-SS Galizia division, composed
of Ukrainians. Ukrainians in the former Soviet Ukraine on the other hand were mercilessly
exploited. All education beyond the 4th grade was banned. The Germans modelled their
behaviour in Soviet Ukraine on American plantation owners treating Ukrainian peasants like
Black slaves who could only be kept in check with whips and clubs. The main goal was to
loot Ukraine’s grain. The result would be very different attitudes towards the memory of the
Nazis in Western and Eastern Ukraine.

On 30 August 1941, the OUN/B assassinated the OUN/M leaders Melina Senyk and Mykola
Stibors’kyi in broad daylight on the streets in Zhytomyr. This outraged the Germans and
other Ukrainian nationalists. The Germans were further outraged when the OUN/B tried to
blame  Germany  for  the  killings.  The  OUN/M  provided  the  Germans  with  names  and
addressees of OUN/B leaders who were then arrested.

The Germans also  shot  some OUN/B members  as  looters  and closed their  offices in  Berlin
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and Vienna.

They tried and failed to purge the administration and police of OUN/B members. On 13
September 1941, Bandera and Stetsko were arrested again.

Despite this both continued efforts to repair relations with the Germans. Both sent orders to
the OUN/B not to resist the Germans and to continue to supply recruits for the police and
the puppet government.

Even after being sent to a cushy concentration camp and even after two of his brothers died
in  a  concentration  camp,  Bandera  never  ceased  attempts  at  reconciliation  with  the
Germans. Even when it became clear the Germans were losing in 1944, Bandera was more
committed then ever to allying the OUN/B with the Nazis. The German purge was totally
ineffective. The OUN/B was continually flooded with new recruits and continued to grow in
power. The head of the Ukrainian police simply ignored orders to get rid of OUN/B members.
In other words even when the Nazis turned on the OUN/B the organization continued to
supply recruits for the police, which would play a major role in carrying out the holocaust.
Many Ukrainian police would also go on to join the Waffen SS Galizia division. Others would
later join the UPA, using their experience in mass murder to massacre Poles.

The Ukrainian police were formed from the Ukrainian militias that the OUN/B had recruited
in the wake of  the German invasion.  They were known as the Schutzmannschaften or
auxiliary police. In March 1942, despite the Nazi’s earlier crackdown, the OUN/B ordered its
members  to  join  the  police  en  masse.  The  Ukrainian  police  answered  ultimately  to
Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler, overall commander of the SS. It was ordered that they be
given two hours of Nazi indoctrination every day.

In the cities the Ukrainian police assisted in raids, deportations, and shootings. They also
patrolled the ghettoes. They enforced the anti-Jewish laws, forced Jews to wear identifying
arm bands, created death lists by interviewing locals, rounded up the victims, guarded the
prisoners, escorted them to the site of the execution and often shot the victims, especially if
they were children. The Nazis had their own killing squads, the Einsatzgruppe C that also
carried out many of the mass executions.

In the countryside there were few German forces or German police and the Ukrainian Police
played the leading role in destroying the Jews and then spent years hunting down the
survivors. The Ukrainian police often displayed the same sadistic brutality the OUN/B had
shown in the Lvov pogroms.

One survivor recounted being locked in a bathhouse with dozens of victims who were forced
to desecrate their holy books. Some had had their beards set aflame. The fire then spread to
their clothes and they were burned alive. Others were beaten to death. Throughout it all the
victims were forced to sing to entertain their Ukrainian tormentors. The Ukrainian police
were used not only to terrorize Ukraine but also to terrorize Belarus, Poland, Slovakia and
other areas. Particularly infamous was Battalion 201, which included Roman Shukhevych.

He  would  also  join  the  Waffen-SS  Galizia  division  and  become  leader  of  the  UPA.  
Shukhevych, a monster like Bandera, is now widely promoted as a “Hero of Ukraine.” In
addition to carrying out mass murders of Jews, Byelorussians and Poles; Shukhevych loved
to  have  Eastern  Ukrainian’s  shot  for  little  or  no  reason  and  privately  contemplated
exterminating them all. Many recruits to Battalion 201 like Shukhevych had been part of the
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Abwehr’s Nachtigall and Roland battalions and carried out mass murders of Byelorussian
civilians as part of their anti-partisan warfare in 1942.

Early  in  1943  Heinrich  Himmler  created  the  Waffen-SS  Galizia  division,  also  known  as  the
14th  Grenadier  Division  of  the  Waffen-SS.  It  was  called  Galician  instead  of  Ukrainian  to
pander  to  Hitler.

Hitler, born in Austria-Hungary, felt that since Galicia had once been part of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, there was probably some German blood in them. Over 80,000 Ukrainians
volunteered to join the SS Galizia but only 8,000 were accepted.

It soon expanded to 14,000 men by recruiting members of the Ukrainian police.

The Ukrainian general commanding the SS Galicia was Pavlo Shandruk. The SS Galicia was
established to battle the Red Army. It was also deployed to crush the Slovakian national
uprising and played a major role in the destruction of Warsaw after the Warsaw uprising.

On  22  July  1944  the  Waffen  SS  Galicia  division,  by  then  much  larger,  was  encircled  and
destroyed by the 1st Ukrainian Front of the Red Army under the command of Pavel Rybalko.

They were decimated by the Soviet artillery and Katyusha rocket batteries. However the
Germans were able to replace the units by recruiting more members and the SS Galicia
division went on to wage dirty wars against partisans and civilians in Italy, Yugoslavia,
France and Czechoslovakia. They surrendered to the British two days after the war ended
and with the help of the Vatican were able to avoid deportation back to the Soviet Union by
claiming to be Polish citizens.

Eventually they would end up in Britain before being resettled in Canada and America
strengthening the OUN diaspora during the Cold War. Unknown to most citizens of Canada
and the US there are public monuments to these Waffen SS veterans in both countries.

In 1943 at the same time that the OUN/B were joining the Waffen SS en masse, and while
they were setting up the UPA to exterminate the Poles, the OUN/B was publicly distancing
themselves from the Nazis and secretly trying to forge an alliance with the western allies for
a future struggle with the Soviet Union. Here the considerations were the Soviet victory at
Stalingrad foreboding Germany’s ultimate defeat. The more farsighted Nazis were already
planning their escapes, and their deals with Western intelligence agencies. The hardliners in
American and British Intelligence like Allen Dulles were already gearing up for a covert war
against the Soviet Union using committed anti-communists and anti-Russians among their
current fascist “enemies” (for men like Dulles they were friends and business partners).

When Poland was investigating the Pieracki assassination in the mid-1930s, it discovered
that the OUN had ties to MI6 as well as the German Abwehr. When it comes to such matters
the historical evidence is always a sanitized version or some sort of limited hang out. The
CIA spent decades destroying incriminating records and declassifying misleading or altered
records. Which is my way of saying we will never know the early history of the ties of the
OUN with MI6 and the OSS and US military intelligence during the war.

The OUN/B was already trying to improve their image in the west in April 1942. At their
second OUN/B conference they claimed that they would no longer take part in anti-Jewish
actions. At the same conference they still condemned Jews as “a tool of Russian Bolshevik
Imperialism. In addition the OUN/B did not quit the police and so continued to be a vital
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element in carrying out the mass murder of Jews. By 1943 the Jews had largely been
eliminated in western Ukraine. The survivors were being hunted by the Ukrainian police,
which was full of OUN/B members. At their third Conference from 17-21 February, the OUN/B
was now claiming that it would fight both Germany and the USSR and that they were now
democrats ruled by a triumvirate, led by the (war criminal) Roman Shukhevych. In July 1944
the OUN sent emissaries to attempt to make a deal with the Western allies, including Mykola
Lebed,  head  of  the  OUN  internal  security  branch  or  SB,  known  for  its  bloodthirsty
assassinations of alleged OUN traitors. Lebed would later receive decades of backing from
the CIA. In July of 1944 the OUN/B furthered their “Democratic” rebranding, creating the
front group UHVR, the Supreme Liberation Council of Ukraine. It would later provide many
recruits for the CIA and MI6.

A few months before the February 1943 OUN conference, the OUN started what was to
become the UPA.  Contrary to myth the UPA only attacked Germans when it needed to steal
arms. It made a secret deal with the German military to avoid confrontations. The UPA was
formed for the purpose of exterminating the Poles and despite the OUN’s public statements
that  it  would  fight  the  Germans,  the  UPA  was  secretly  funded  by  the  Abwehr  (German
military intelligence). When the Germans retreated the Abwehr secretly turned over the
Wehrmacht’s huge arms stockpiles to the UPA. Still the OUN’s two-faced strategy to win
Western support would be very useful later for muddying the historical record and creating
the myth that the OUN had battled both the Nazis and the Soviet Union. The UPA would later
become a CIA proxy army run with the help of war criminal Reinhard Gehlen. It would wage
an anti-Soviet war for five more years after the end of World War 2. Seventy years later the
return of Ukrainian fascism to power via the Maidan coup would be universally celebrated as
the triumph of “Democracy.”
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Cover of Bandera’s OUN II Conference Resolutions which legalize the existence of Bandera’s OUN. OUN
leader Andriy Melnyk denounced it as “saboteur”. April 1941 General Government (Licensed under the

Public Domain)

The UPA was founded at the November 1942 OUN conference although it originally was
called the UVV the Ukraine Liberation Army. The OUN/B stole the name UPA or Ukrainian
Insurgent Army from a rival group of Ukrainian fascists lead by Taras Bulba-Borovets who
led his own armed group in Ukraine with a similar ideology and methodology to the OUN/B.
It  too shared responsibility for mass murders of Jews and other Ukrainians. The OUN/B
waged war on this rival  group assassinating Bulba-Borovets’  wife and many of his top
officers.  When he went  to  the Germans for  help  they instead sent  him to  the same cushy
concentration camp as Bandera and Stetsko. In March and April of 1943 OUN/B sent out
word that its many members in the Ukrainian police should quit and join the UPA. Of 12,000
police,  5000  quit  to  join  the  UPA.  Other  Ukrainian  police  joined  the  Waffen-SS  Galizia
division. The new UPA recruits brought their experience in mass murder of Jews to the new
plan for ethnic cleansing of Volhynia and Galicia of Poles. Poles were given the ultimatum
leave or die. Often the threat was posted on a murdered Pole who had been unspeakably
tortured and mutilated.

In  February  and  March  of  1943  the  UPA began  experimental  massacres  that  claimed
hundreds of lives. Whole Polish villages were wiped out. Soon Mykola Lebed ordered the
complete cleansing to begin. The UPA would arrive in carts to carry away the loot and often
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recruited local Ukrainian peasants to join their massacres. The massacres were often carried
out  in  the  most  horrific  way  possible  with  axes,  pitchforks  and  saws.  The  UPA  would
sometimes spend hours sadistically torturing their victims to death. The aim was both to
save bullets and to terrorize the Poles into fleeing. Another of their favourite methods was to
attack churches with hand grenades or set them on fire when the whole town was attending.
They also liked to gather all their victims up for a town hall meeting and burn them alive.
The UPA would usually return again a couple days after their massacre so that they could kill
all the survivors. They even slaughtered nuns who were caring for Polish orphans. On 11 July
1943, the UPA launched attacks on 96 different Polish villages in a single day killing 10,000
Poles. The UPA killed between 100,000 and 250,000 Poles during this genocidal campaign.
The UPA would often pretend to be Soviet partisans and in addition to carrying out false flag
attacks that could be blamed on the partisans they were probably playing their role for
German intelligence,  gathering  information  on  which  villages  were  sympathetic  to  the
partisans.

The UPA also continued to hunt the few remaining Jews who were hiding out in the forests or
in Polish villages. The UPA had learned from the Germans how to exploit their Jewish victims.
Some were kept as slave labour working the farmlands of massacred Poles and then killed
before they could be liberated by the Red Army. Others Jews who were doctors, dentists,
nurses or tailors were conscripted into the UPA and then murdered when the Red Army was
approaching. Later these facts would be spun by OUN apologists into the myth that the UPA
wasn’t allied to the Nazis because it had Jewish members or that the UPA had acted to
“save” the Jews. By 1944 the UPA had grown to 25,000-30,000 members. With Soviet forces
advancing the UPA was now openly allied with Nazi Germany. The UPA attacks on the Jews
hiding in the forests were so terrible that some Jews actually fled to German concentration
camps believing their chances of survival would be better as slave labourers. In the summer
of 1944 the Red Army would liberate Western Ukraine. The UPA would continue to kill Poles
and increasingly began to target any Ukrainians who submitted to Soviet authority. Anyone
who paid their taxes or joined a collective farm could be killed or have their home burnt
down by the UPA. The UPA would become a sort of proto-Gladio, a stay-behind network
behind enemy lines, created first by the Nazis and then absorbed by MI6 and the CIA. The
UPA war with the Soviet Union would continue until 1950. Their network would survive into
the 1960s. The UPA war was not only waged in Ukraine but also in Poland, Byelorussia, and
Czechoslovakia. The story of the UPA will be continued in Part 3 of this series dealing with
the Cold War.

As the war turned in favour of  the Soviet  Union and Nazi  Germany faced defeat,  the
Germans increasingly realized that they needed the OUN/B. The Nazis granted an OUN/B
request to be allowed to meet with Stepan Bandera. The details of Bandera’s imprisonment
are clouded in mystery.  It  is  not clear when exactly he was transferred from Gestapo
custody following the OUN/M murders to his  cushy Sachenhausen concentration camp,
where he received care packages and visits from his wife. Stetsko claimed it was in January
1942.

Bandera claimed it was in 1943. Records claim it was October 1943. On 28 September 1944,
the Germans released Stepan Bandera and soon thereafter also released Stetsko, Melnyk,
Bulba-Borovets and 300 more OUN/B prisoners. Melnyk had been arrested when the OUN/M
tried to contact Western intelligence in 1944.

The OUN/M had had much better relations with the Nazis and was appointed to serve in the
puppet government. It had supplied many recruits to the Waffen SS Galicia division.
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Bandera would spend the rest of the war working with the Nazis to recruit Ukrainian support
to their cause. However Bandera would refuse to merge OUN forces with the Vlasov army’s
KONR- the Committee for the Liberation of the Peoples of Russia- created 14 November
1944.

Bandera claimed they were “Russian Imperialists.”

Instead Rosenberg set up the separate Ukrainian National Committee (UNK), which included
Bandera, Melnyk, Kubiiovych and was headed by Shandruk, the general commanding the
Waffen SS Galicia  division on 23 February 1945.  Prior  to  this,  in  December 1944,  Bandera
and Stetsko helped train the Abwehr Commando’s unit of Ukrainian paratroopers who were
to  be dropped into  Lvov with  one million  rubles  for  UPA head Roman Shukhevych to
continue the fight against the Soviet Union. Bandera sent the message that he would return
soon, a promise he never kept. Stetsko claimed that he was still Prime Minister of Ukraine
because of his earlier declaration back in 30 June 1941; the one that had unleashed a wave
of OUN/B massacres.

Bandera’s  next  stop,  after  celebrating  Greek  Catholic  Christmas  with  his  family,  was
Weimar, Germany. Bandera argued that the OUN/B must give its “Full Support” to Nazi
Germany until the end. He was busy recruiting for the soon to be created Ukrainian National
Army (UNA). Bandera spent three weeks in Berlin. He then headed for Vienna where he was
elected head of the Foreign Units of the OUN (ZCh OUN). On 5-6 February 1945, the OUN in
Ukraine elected Bandera as their leader but decided he should remain in exile. On 17 March
1945, the Germans announced the creation of the Ukrainian National Army (UNA).

The  Waffen  SS  Galicia  division  was  rebranded  the  1st  division  of  the  UNA  and  its
commander, Shandruk, was named commander of the UNA. Meanwhile Bandera fled Vienna
as the Red Army approached, escaping to Czechoslovakia and then Innsbruck in Austria.
Eventually Bandera would end up under the protection of the infamous Reinhard Gehlen, the
first president of the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND), the espionage service founded by the
US  Forces  in  the  American  occupation  zone.  Gehlen  had  been  recruited  by  the  US
intelligence services because he had been responsible for occupied Eastern Europe in the
Abwehr.

When German forces fled the Red Army back in the first half of 1944 over 120,000 Ukrainian
collaborators  and  war  criminals  fled  west  with  them.  During  the  Cold  War  many  of  these
escaped Ukrainian war criminals would work for Western intelligence services. Many would
eventually be resettled in the US and Canada. Ukrainian fascism would live on in exile for
decades. Eventually with the help of its Western sponsors it would seize power in Ukraine
yet again sparking a new covert war and triggering the on-going proxy war between NATO
and Russia.

For Ukraine the war would not truly end until 1950. However that is the subject for Part 3.
This is only a scratch to the surface of the history of Ukraine during the war. The crimes of
the Nazi Germany would require their own articles or books. The Nazis created massive
machinery for genocide. However they relied on Ukrainian collaborators every step of the
way. An article also needs to be written just about the German conquest of Ukraine and the
Soviet liberation of Ukraine. These were huge battles between millions of men.

However the crimes of the OUN are clear. They propagandized the Ukrainians to carry out
mass murder. The OUN/B created militias that carried out genocide in 1941 and again in
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1943. They supplied recruits to the Ukrainian police,  which played a major role in the
Holocaust.  They joined the  Waffen SS Galicia  division  along with  the  OUN/M.  They formed
the UPA to carry out genocide and ethnic cleansing against the Poles.

Bandera was unable to supervise this directly but he came up with the plans before being
imprisoned and after his release he worked enthusiastically for the Nazis. Bandera never
admitted  to  the  OUN/B’s  crimes,  let  alone  apologizing  or  condemning  them.  His  OUN
followers  took  an active  role  carrying out  unspeakable  atrocities.  Banderite  became a
synonym for murderous bandits. There has been shamefully little written about the history
of the OUN and much of what was written was from a pro-OUN perspective. Sadly due to the
nature of academia the more relevant the story of the OUN becomes the fewer people will
dare to tell it for fear of being labelled “Russian propagandists.”

After the Orange revolution of 2004 Stepan Bandera was declared a “Hero of Ukraine”. Even
a postage stamp was issued commemorating him. During the 2014 Maidan coup, a huge
poster of Stepan Bandera hung on the stage. Few in the west had ever heard of Stepan
Bandera or the OUN back in 2014. Now in 2022 the world is on the brink of nuclear war and
the global economy is collapsing all because CIA and other western intelligence agencies
have been using Ukrainian fascists as proxies for nearly 80 years. In Parts 3 and 4, I intend
to trace the history of the OUN and its ideological heirs through the Cold War and post-Cold
War eras up to the Maidan coup and the Ukrainian civil war.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

With special thanks to T.P. Wilkinson.

Sources

My main source is Stepan Bandera: The Life and Afterlife of a Ukrainian Nationalist: Fascism,
Genocide and Cult, an in depth history of Stepan Bandera and the OUN. It is a must read
although written with the standard academic anti-Soviet bias.

I  also read “Children of the Borderlands” by Lucyna Kulinska, a collection of survivors’
testimonies from the Polish victims of the UPA genocide. An English translation is available
on EBay. It  gives a vivid and horrifying picture of events. However it  is edited from a
strongly  anti-Soviet  perspective.  Still  the  author  should  be  applauded  for  exposing  a
forgotten  genocide,  which  the  strongly  pro-Ukrainian  Polish  government  is  intent  on
covering up.

Hitler’s Shadow Nazi, War Criminals, U.S. Intelligence and the Cold War by Richard Breitman
and Norman J.W. Goda has a chapter on Mykola Lebed and the CIA ties to the OUN. Based
on declassified U.S. intelligence files, it provides a limited hangout version of events.

Nazi Empire Building and the Holocaust in Ukraine by Wendy Lower provides a horrifying
picture of the German occupation and the complex machinery that carried out the genocide.

However it is extremely misleading whenever discussing the OUN/B, always portraying it as
hostile  to the Nazis.  Perhaps that is  because the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute
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funded  her  work.  Worse  still,  she  worked  closely  with  the  archetypical  Cold  War
propagandist/historian Timothy Snyder, who helped her edit the book. Generally if you want
to uncover an author’s shady connections look in the acknowledgments section which most
people skip.

Moss Robeson on the history of the OUN

One of my favourite documentary series the Unknown War had an episode on Ukraine while
it doesn’t mention the OUN/B it does describe the epic battle to liberate Ukraine

Evan Reif on the history of the OUN Part 1, Part 2

Evan Reif on the true heroes of Ukraine the Soviet Partisans

Gerald Sussman on the OUN and the CIA

I’ve done a number of articles that intersect with the story of the OUN during the Cold War

Nazis and the CIA

Operation Gladio

The World Anti-Communist League Part 1

The World Anti-Communist League Part 2

Ratline: the Vatican, The Nazis, and the CIA

Old Nazis, New Right

The Zelensky quote is from here

Featured image: An OUN-B leaflet from the World War II era. (Licensed under the Public Domain)
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